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Sanjiv Bhatt not to be
examined as witness
Matter Pending Before SC: Gulbarg Case Judge
AFP

HOMEWORK NOT DONE
State Govt Fails To Achieve 2011 Target For Recruiting
Teachers, Now Plans To Achieve It In 2016
Bharat Yagnik & Paul John

Ahmedabad: Thieves targeted two religious places including a Jain derasar and a gurdwara on Wednesday and stole
Rs 90,000 from donation boxes.
Officials believe that these are
handiworks of a gang that targets the religious places as they
are considered to be easy targets.
According to Odhav police
officials, Manjit Singh, the
priest at the gurdwara, had
found the wooden door of the
holy place near Viratnagar broken on Thursday morning.
When he went inside and
checked on the belongings, he
found the cashbox ripped open
and donations worth more
than Rs 70,000 stolen. Singh informed police about the incident. Investigators believe that
the door and donation boxes
were broken by heavy iron rod.
In another incident, thieves
targeted a derasar in Sola and
stole two silver crowns worth
Rs 20,000. According to a complaint by Harshad Shah, a resident of Thaltej, somebody entered into Sambhavnath Jain
Derasar on Gulab Tower road
between 7.35 pm and 7.45 pm on
Wednesday and stole the
crowns. Shah has filed a complaint with Sola police
station. TNN
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Ahmedabad: The special
court hearing the Gulbarg Society massacre case on Thursday declined
to
examine
IPS
officer
Sanjiv Bhatt
as a witness. In
rejecting witnesses’ application,
the
court said that the matter was
pending before the Supreme
Court.
The witnesses in this case
had wanted the trial court to
examine Bhatt on the basis of
an affidavit he had submitted
to the Supreme Court. In the
affidavit, Bhatt says he was
present in a meeting on February 27, 2002, at Narendra
Modi’s residence in which
Modi apparently asked top officials to allow Hindus to vent
their anger over Godhra.
The witnesses also wanted
Bhatt examined on the basis
of his deposition, which is underway before the NanavatiMehta commission probing
the 2002 riots. Before the commission, Bhatt revealed that
former minister of state for
home, Amit Shah, tried to influence him when the SC-appointed SIT was to interrogate him in connection with
the riots.
Witnesses’ counsel S M Vora argued that Bhatt, if examined as a witness, could throw
some light on the larger conspiracy in relation to the massacre that claimed 69 lives at
the Gulbarg Society.
However, special prosecutor R C Kodekar objected to
the application on the
grounds that the information
revealed by Bhatt had nothing
to do with the accused being
tried by the trial court. He also contended that a deposition before the inquiry commission cannot be treated as
evidence before the trial
court. Moreover, the matter
was pending before the apex
court, which had recently bypassed SIT and asked the amicus curiae to find out the truth
about the Gulbarg massacre.

File photo of relatives paying homage to those killed at Gulbarg Society
during the February 2002 riots

Final hearing to
begin next week
Ahmedabad: The final arguments in the Gulbarg Society
massacre case will begin from
July 14 before the designated
SIT court, which is trying 67
persons for killing 69 people
on February 28, 2002. The special public prosecutor, R C Kodekar will argue first to be followed by the defence side.
After examining more
than 330 witnesses, the court
had started hearing final arguments in December last
year. But the transfer of the
presiding officer stalled the
proceedings for a while. Even
as the final arguments are to
take place next week, the victim-witnesses are not happy
with the proceeding. The trial
court has rejected their plea
to arraign four cops as accused in this case and refused
to assess IPS officer Sanjiv
Bhatt at this stage on the
ground that the decision
would be taken at the final

Accordingly, senior counsel
Raju Ramchandran had visited the society and met the IPS
officer last month.
The
prosecutor
also
blamed the defence counsel’s
junior advocate for notifying
Bhatt’s affidavit. The same
notary had notified affidavits

stage of the trial. With the final hearing to be commenced
soon, witnesses’ counsel S M
Vora said that they would demand the same before the Supreme Court.
Even before the SC, the
SIT has filed its final report.
Bhatt then filed an affidavit
charging SIT of shielding CM
Narendra Modi. This led the
Apex court to ask the amicus
curiae to look into the situation and report to the court.
SIT has been bypassed in this
process, and the SIT has made
its stand clear before the trial
courts that it would first submits its report to the SC, only
thereby creating a situation
that the trial court on many
occasions is not in seize of evidence or information, on
which the witnesses rely so
much.
The Supreme Court has
stayed this court not to deliver
final verdict in this case. TNN

of riots victims who were allegedly supported by social
activist Teesta Setalvad.
After hearing the arguments, designated judge B J
Dhandha rejected the application observing that the trial
court could not take a decision at this stage.

Ahmedabad: Few weeks ago, representatives of the education department went to Delhi requesting deputy
chairperson
of
planning
commission Montek Singh Ahluwalia to grant Rs 9,000 crore to employ
90,000 teachers and spruce up school
education in the state by 2016. This
remarkable figure actually has its
roots in a report that was prepared
by the People’s Commission on
School Education (PCSE) in 2006.
The PCSE recommendations were to
be implemented by 2011. This report
sadly was trashed away in government files and was resurrected only
recently.
The PCSE report had projected
that within five years the education
department would have to make provisions for 36 lakh children falling
under the age group of five to 14 years
to achieve the goal of universalization
of education. The report said that
about 10 lakh students would be added
in the primary as well as secondary
schools. “The government should
recruit teachers to meet this demand,”
said the report.
The report
pointed
out
that the education
department
would
have to spend
Rs 23,000 crore
on
teachers’
salaries in the
next five years
to help retain quality teaching staff in
schools. Besides, the report insisted the
government should take responsibility
of primary education fully and self-finance mode of education should be
used for secondary education in cities
only.
The report was prepared by 20 eminent academicians and planners which
included director CEPT, Rasu Vakil,
former union minister for science and
technology and planning commission
member Y K Alagh, former IIM-A director Pradip Khandwala, former

TEACHER
TROUBLE

NSUI protests fee hike
The NSUI protested fee hike in
self-financed engineering and
pharmacy courses and
submitted an application to
Gujarat Technological
University (GTU) authorities
on Thursday. TNN

IIM-A dean Indira Parikh, SEWA founder Ela Bhatt and former UNESCO director for education Ravindra Dave.
Another major demand shown was
that there was a requirement of close to
20,000 new classrooms in existing
schools to accommodate children in upper primary and secondary schools.
The report expected the number of students in primary and secondary
schools to rise to almost 50 lakh in the
next decade. The report predicted that
the state government would have to
spend nearly Rs 35,000 crore over the
next five years to accommodate more
students in the primary and secondary
schools.
The report pointed out that the state
government spends 95% of its education budget on just salaries of grant-inaid and government-run school teachers and department employees. All the
more the budget allocation of 47% on
primary education and 30 % on secondary education had not changed since
1996. PCSE pointed out that the budget
allocation should change.
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Vacancy in a well reputed CBSE school in Ahmedabad
AA
Bachelor ’s degree in Education with atleast 10 years
experience. A A
PG qualification in Education would bebe
prefe rable. Candidate would be responsible for

Mail resume at
anmaninagar@anandniketan.org or walk in at
ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR
SWAPNA COMPLEX ,JAWAHAR CHOWK ,

managing the academics , student progress, parent
relations , teachers mentoring, policies, regulations and
procedures.
Post in your resume at

MANINAGAR ,AHMEDABAD.
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Experie nced will be given preference.
U Apply within [0 days uu
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Shree Swaminaraya n Vidyalay
Ward 10-AA,DC- 2 ,Guruku l Road ,Gandhidham
(Kutch) Gujarat-310201,Mo. +91 9879975836
E-mail :sspswami @yahoo.co.in

2008 certified Pharma

Company having an organised field staff &
distribution setup nationally requires the
following attheirH.O. in Rajkot.
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having 6-8 yrs. field experience as a second line
manager & having covered 3 or more states with
a flair for operating with national assignments.
Pleaseapplyinaweekto : HR. Dept.

AYULABS PVT. LTD.

A1

Bih. Perfect auto, Gondal road, (vavdi),
Rajkot - 360 004. India Fax: 0281-2375533

_______ Email: hrayulabs©gmait.com www.ayulabs.com
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________________

www.kp.group.org

Survey Nc,. 93(94, Opp. Holiday Village Resort,
Meghpar Borichi , Anjar Road, Gandhidham
Contact: 98795 48212 / 02836
/ 654152
Email ; kpcj nfo@yahoo .com
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expanding horizons of learning

AMW a leading Automotive company dealing In
Heavy Duty World Class frucks,located inBhuj is setting
up a CBSE School InBhuj.
The school alms at providing quality education to
cater to the holistic develoDment of the students.
——

Applications for following positions are invited

Principal : Minimum Qualification: M.Sc LEd with
more than 12 years of experience out of wh Ich 5 years as
a principal of a reputed Institution . Havingvision to make
the scho oi a learning oi anlzation wherein the students
are equipped withthe skills to face challenges.
TGT’s 8 P RT’s : For all subjects.
Kindergarten Teachers
Office Superintendent, Office Assistant,
Office Accountant, Librarian, Music 8Art
teachers possessingi ievantqu

ficationandexpedence

Remuneration:As per the qualificationand experience.
CVs

Tobe sent as follows by 15July11

——

Mail your CV5 to: majshiju.thomas@amwasia.com

Courier your CVs at following address:
Mr Sunhl Dutt
603 , Kenson Tower, Jainagar Patiya ,
College Roa d,Bhuj 370001
——

Kakubhai Parikh School isoneof the leading CBSE 1O+2(Science&Commerce

streams ), Co-educational , English Medium schools in this part of the country .
It is the flagship school of the Kakubhai Parikh Group of Schools. Now,there
are 3 schools under its bannerand many more are envisaged throughout the
stateinthenearfut ure.

URGENTLY REQUIRES
CHEMISTRY teacher to teach higher classes: M. Sc. in the
co nce rned subject , preferably B. Ed. and teaching experience of at

least 2-3 years. Freshers with 1st Class Post Graduate degrees also
mayapply.
PRE-PRIMARY teachers with good communication skills in
English ,preferably Montessori trained for KPS, Mother ’s Care Anjar
&Adipur.
MATHEMATICS teacher to teach middle classes: B. Sc./M. Sc.
(Maths), preferably with B. Ed. and teaching experience of at least 2-3
years. Fresherswith 1st Class Post Graduate degrees also may apply.

FOE-cum-SECRETARY to DIRECTOR (female candidates

preferred): Graduation , proficiency in Computers ,fluency iii English,
experience in office management and high
and levels of personal integrIty
and professional ethics.
Remuneration & Working Environment best in the industry

Good communIcation skills In English and computing skills are a must fOr all
positions. All candidates should have a pleasant personalityand theabilityto

interact with studentsand solvetheir problems ina non-coercivemanner.
Interested candidates may send their resumes immediately to Mr. Jaya
Prakash ,Director,Kalwbhai Padkh Group of Schools,through email or
submitthe samedirectlyatthe school office.

There will be
more than 50L
students in
primary and
secondary schools in the
next decade, says a report

Is the govt prepared to
face education
challenges in coming
years?

EMAIL

EDI to launch
full-time executive
programme
Dayananda Yumlembam |
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Ahmedabad: In order to
help mid career executives
and businesspersons to
scale further heights in
their occupations and ventures, Entrepreneurship
Development Institute of
India (EDI) will start offering a new programme from
this year.
The
institute’s first fulltime
programme for executives called
‘Post Graduate
Diploma
in
Management –
Enterprise Creation
and
Growth’ or Executive-PGDM
in short, aims to help its students in creating new enterprises and working towards its growth. The
15-month long programme
will be launched by the end
of
August. The programme, which will offer
residential options, intends to accommodate up to
40 participants this year.
Talking about the need
of the programme, chairperson of Post Graduate
Programmes at EDI Sunil
Shukla said, “There have
been many enquiries and
demands for such a pro-

gramme from various
quarters for a long time.”
Shukla said that the programme will benefit three
basic groups. He said that
several entrepreneurs in
the country have not attained formal management
education and after achieving some extent of success
in their business ventures,
they begin to
feel the need
for a training
to expand their
ventures. The
programme also intends to
serve are those
working executives
who
want to start
their business
ventures. The
third group includes working executives who wants to
learn
entrepreneurial
skills to implement it to
their companies and help
them set up new ventures.
The programme will expose its participants to various emerging business opportunities. They will be
trained not only to identify
ways in which an organization can become responsive, dynamic and innovative, but they will also be
trained to evaluate problems and opportunities as
well.

Derasar,
Gurdwara
targeted by
thieves
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Fight at dental college
Ahmedabad: Classes were
disrupted at the Government
Dental College at Civil Hospital in
the city after students of the
college got into a brawl amongst
themselves on Thursday. The
situation got back to normal
following the intervention of
police and the officials of the
college. The fight which initially
started between an intern
student and a final year student
got serious as students in groups
took sides and started getting
involved. TNN

The three sadhanas in our shastras
Yoga guru, Surakshit Goswami describes the three types of sadhanas saatvik, rajasik and tamasik—that practitioners can do. The first will
take you to an exalted plane, the second is what most pursue, and the
third is a debased sadhana that must be always avoided

ur shastras describe
three types of sadhanas:
Saatvik, Rajasik and
Tamasik.
The following
yoga sequence
can be performed
as both a
preventive and
curative for these infections.
Saatvik sadhana
This sadhana or practice is done
with complete devotion,
conviction and concentration
and without any desire for
results. The aim of the saadhak
is to attain a state of oneness
with the Absolute Being. Saatvik
sadhana calls for extreme
patience on the part of the
practitioner. It takes many years
and several lives for him to get
the desired results. The
practitioner continues the
sadhana by remaining nonviolent, celibate and by
remembering his guru,
Brahmins, Gods and learned
men. He speaks only about good
and positive things, without
getting excited. He studies the
Vedas and other shastras and
chants God's name. The mind of
such a saadhak always remains
happy and peaceful. Saatvik
sadhana removes negative
thoughts of passion, anger,
greed, possessiveness, love and
hatred from the mind. A
practitioner, who is engaged in

O

this sadhana, achieves success
in yoga.
Rajasik sadhana
Sadhana done under the
influence of the Raja guna with
the aim of seeking reverence
from others is Rajasik sadhana.
The aim is to project oneself as
a great yogi, gain fame or
become affluent. Undoubtedly,
the practitioner of this sadhana
gets his cherished desire, but
the state is ephemeral. It takes
several years to become
successful in Rajasik sadhana
but its impact is short-lived. It
is nullified after bestowing
affluence on the practitioner.
As he seeks worldly objects in
this sadhana, it is better not
practised.
Tamasik sadhana
Sadhana that is done with the
aim of inflicting harm on
others is called Tamasik
sadhana. It is usually
performed at cremation
grounds after consuming meat,
wine and excreta. Though the
practitioner of Tamasik
sadhana gets quick results, he
continues the sadhana till he
successfully harms his
opponent. Hence, it is a
debased sadhana and is looked
down upon as a hindrance to
yoga. This sadhana is never to
be prescribed for a yogi or for
anyone else, as its results are
destructive in nature.

(Send feedback to st.wellness@timesgroup.com)

Court denies medical admission
to foreign-returned ‘NRI’ girl
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Vrushali Shah went to
the US twice on a visitor’s visa. Upon return, on the basis of her two visits
abroad, she obtained admission in the
post-graduation level in the faculty of
medicine on claims that she was a NonResident Indian (NRI).
Vrushali had completed her MBBS
from Pramukh Swami Medical College
in Karamsad this year, and opted for PG
course in General Medicine at the NHL
Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad in the NRI category. Vrushali applied in this category posing as an NRI
on the basis of a certificate issued by a
prestigious immigration and tax consultant.
The consultant stated in his certificate that since Vrushali was out of India
on two occasions for a total number of
186 days during the financial year 201011, she was eligible to apply for admission in the NRI category of PG seats.
The medical college even conducted
a counseling session with her and

Vrushali had completed her
MBBS from Pramukh Swami
Medical College in
Karamsad this year, and
opted for PG course in
General Medicine at the
NHL Municipal Medical
College, Ahmedabad, in the
NRI category
granted her admission to the branch of
her choice for the present academic
year. Accordingly, she reported and
joined the course on April 15.
The college authorities realized later on and called the girl on June 14 and
informed her that she was not eligible
for admission in the NRI quota merely
on the ground that she visited foreign
countries on visitor’s visa and stayed
outside India for a certain number of
days.
The cancellation of admission led
Vrushali to approach the Gujarat high

court, where her lawyer relied on Section 6 of the Income Tax Act and submitted that since the girl was out of India
for 186 days during the financial year,
she would fall within the ambit of an
NRI. Since she falls under the category
of NRI as per the Act, the college cannot
cancel her admission at the last minute.
This would leave her without any option to pursue her studies in other colleges during this academic year.
On the other hand, the college management argued that it is clear that the
student does not become an NRI merely
by visiting a foreign country. The student was also accused of suppressing
material evidence by not showing that
she had even visited Dubai also.
After hearing the arguments, a
bench of chief justice S J Mukhopadhaya and justice J B Pardiwala upheld
the college’s decision and observed,
“We are of the view that this is a very important issue, and it is almost an eyeopener for all other colleges when it
comes to giving admissions in NRI quota.”
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